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THREE . COUNCILMEN RESIGN
Long Succeeds Hasl As President;
More New .Appointments To Come

:HOOLIGANS
Object Of Couueil
· P1·obe Followi~g
_, Dean's Disgust

T~1ree st.ude~t councilmen, including ~udolph C. Hasl, council president, resigned from offios
late \\ ednesday m order to devote more time to their academic dut.ies .
. The resignations, which become effective immediately, were made toward the close of a council
session aft.er Rev. Pat.rick H. Rat.t.ermari, S.J., dean of men, interrupted the meetfog to st.ate his
regret t.l1at Hasl would be unable to continue serving in the post.

Ball-bouncing, trash - heaving,
FOLLOWING FATHER Ratand boo-harking are not compatible according to: a statement
terman's remarks, Hasl formally
issued to Student Council this
announced his own resignation
week by Rev. Patrick H: Ratter•
and those of Ronald Mensik,
man. S.J., dean of men.
president of the sophomore class,
Aftel' witnessing the XavierM
and
Anthony Ratterman, viceCatholic University game fast
PRESIDENT HASL
Sunday, Father Ratterman obpresident· of the freshman class.
served: "Maybe a fence should
Hasl's move automatlcallJ' eleEnds term early • , •
be set up around the Fieldhouse
Ya&ed Dennis Lona-, president of
and called the animal cage; it
looked like the Roman fight:1
where anything goes. It's anarchy."
"Cf_ you aren't ashamed about
this; I don't want anything to do
with you," he told the councilmen.
William W. Scranton, governor of Pennsylvania, who is considered
~ . Contlnulnc his eomplaint · te .,to;.,be;'ta."ltta_d.ing'--.''.dark ·horse''. candidate for.the -~1904 : Republican
..'Die :eounell . members ·F a"t h ;;-;·--presidential ·ndmination, is among the.··featured. speakers. slated to
.'a;.tt~rman ordered: ".., don 't address· the tenth ·annual Confer·ence on international Affairs on
want to see .any more resolutions Friday, Februa1·y 21.
eoming out of Council until you
Topic of this year's conclave,
.hsave taken eare of this. I want sponsored by the Cincinnati
you to clear it up pretty darn Council. on World Al'lairs in cofast."
operation with Xavier and the
"If this is the way it will be;
University of Cincinnati, will be
sports aren't worth it. The~ "United States Leadership in the
should be dropped," emphasized World Economy and the Future
the dean of men.
of Free Enterprise."
Following the d e m a fl d of
Gov. Scranton's address will
Father Ratterman, Counci Pl'esi- highlight the final session of the
dent. Rudy Hast appointed Ath- forum, which is to be. held at the
letic- Chairman Tony Lazar to Hotel Netherland, Fifth and Race
.head a special committee to in- Streets.
vestigate student conduct at the
G. Gl"iffith Johnson, assistant
.bas.ketball games.
secretar·y of state for .economic
Lazar, Gerr,. Pater. a.~lstant
affairs, will deliver' the keynote
·athletic chairman. and Ken Czll·
speech at the confel'ence, which is
· lincer, sporta editor of the News,
expe.cted to d r a w hundreds of
. •eld meetlnss with Atheltlc 'Dlleading students, educators, busiree.tor 'Jim MeCafterb· and Bas·
nessmen, .and government'official•
kethall Coaeb Don Ruberc.
CONTENDER SCRANTON'
from ttirough!JUt the Midwest.
. . The committee asked Ruberg
Johnson,
•
teadi~g
consultant
Ke1111ote conference •••to wl'ite a letter te> the entil'e ·
student body coneerning the in- · on foreign problems involl!ing the
. cide.nts which took place . last motion picture industry, has held
Details concerning the program
weel(end.
administrative posts in the fed- and resel'vations can be obtained
'Ruberg agreed and, in a letter
eral government since 1936. A nasubmitted to the News, asked tive of· New Ym·k City, he holds from the. Cincinnati Council on
the "seventh man" to "refrain a doctorate degree from Harvard World Al'lail'S, 1028 Dixie Term. f(om m ak fn g derogator·y reinal Bldg., Cincinnati.
Univea·sity.
i:na1·~s of any kind to· the officials
and from littering the lloor with
debl'is."
The Xavier eoach pral11ed the
tl&uden&s for their "spirit and
Four of five Negro students meeting. Schaal added that he ·is
enthusla11m," but cautioned thrm
tllat "the name of our. unlverslb· from Tougaloo Southern .Chris- tc·ying to an·ange for them to
tian College in Jackson, Missis-. meet the Xavier faculty and to
·•it at stake."
, He· concluded his letter by ex- sippi will be on campus next take part in ·an informal panel
pressing the 'firm conviction that week for the second half of Stu- discussion at a night convocation.
(The ftrst part of the exchanse
"the seventh man. will not let dent Council's •rougaloo ExXavier down Tuesday night nor change Pl'ogl'Rm, Student Coun- · procram took place d 11 r I n I"
cil Humari Relations Committee Christmas vacation w h e n ten
. at· any time in the future."
. (See full text of Coach Rtc- C h a i i· m a n John · Schaal an- Xavier students, under the leadflerg's letter, page t11ree.)
nounced Tuesday.
ership of Council President RuDuring the five days that the dolph C. Hasl, Journe1ed lo
•isiting students will be in Cin• Tousaloo to lnvestl«ate racial
einnati, they will attend classes and aeaclemlc eondHlons at the
and several meetings on campus. .Jackson eollea-e, dnerlbed br
Hui M the o n I ., lntecrated
A QtlMtloa .r Lecle. • . • • • • • . • 2 1'hey will attend a meeting of Mhoel la the a&ate.)
the
Cincinnati
Action
Gl'Oup
Xavier's Name At Stake. • • • • • I
Schaal explained to Newsmen
. Catholle U. Slaaunell ......... 4 dt:scribed by Schaal as "a group
why he thought the exchange
of
leaders
of
other
gl'Oups"
con. 'l'lw Evenlnc Muses •••••••••• &
program was worthwhile.
Ali (Jnend... Clla.......... ~. 1 cerned witta the segregation
WJ.'he power atructure ol the
pa·oblem
aad
a
local
CORE·
Jlawa.N~GeUC.......... I

-+

GOP 'Dark Horse' To Speak At
Local World Economy Conference

the senior ela•, lo the eounell
prestdene,..
a,. constitutional provisions,
Pat Deeg-an, vice-president of the
aenior ela!lll, beeame class president and vice-president of counell. The fourth senior councilman,
Fred Bernstein, succeeded Deeran aa class vice-president.
Hast was elected to the top·
council post last" s11ring. Ordinarily, his ter·m of office would
have expired in May,
During· his tenure as the chief
executive of the body, Hasl was
a staunch advocate of widening
· -the··partlcipation"
Xav'rer students in cut'l'ent affail's. Holding
to his campaign promises he· organized the council Committee
on Human Relations, spearheaded a drive to inc1·ease attendance
at leadership conferences, and
al'l'anged for the sale of national
periodicals to students at discount prices.
Previously treasurer of student council, Hasl also has been
active in the Heidelberg Club
and the Political Forum.
The three vacancies will result

of

Vatican Theolo?"ian Cites
Triple Danger Witl1in Ch11rt~l1
Three dangers toward which
the Church has been heading
since the Reformation wer·e ,explained Monday by- Father Eugene Maly,
Add1·essing a convocation audience at the A1"mo1·y, F'.ather
Maly outlined the extremes of
"triumphalism" the id.ea tha.t the
Chul'ch is a perfect society;
"legalism" an undue emphasis
placed on the external' stl'uctul'e
of the Church, resulting in a
neglect of the inner life;. and

Tougaloo Delegation To· Visit Xavier

....

The Inside. News

in the appointment of Senior
Frank M. Bo.nifacic, Freshmall
William G. Fry, and another student to the council body. Bonifacic and F1·y both placed fifth i11
their respective class electiora
last year.
According to conslitut'ional
specifications, the sophomore vacancy will be filled by a student
nominated by President-desig•
note Long a n d approved b.1
council, because the fifth candidate in that race no longer at•
tends Xavier.
In accepting his ne\V position,·
Long praised his predecessor as
having "shown outstanding leadership and demonstrated a willingness to initiate and cat'l'Y out
a large number of projects benefitting both the university and
its students."
Long viewed the future as a
"challenge, both to myself and
the other members of council t<t
carry out the various pro.iect11
initiated during Ml'. Hasl's ternt
of office."
Fathe1· Ratterman described
Hasl's resignation as "most unfortunate."

South," he ·said, "is crumbling
right now, under the stt·esses of
lndusb·ialization,
urbanization,
and moral pressure being ap- ·
plied Crom the outside. These
students-the Iuture Negro leaders-are going to be in a position to determine the future o.f
the Negro in the South and of
the South in general. While our
society isn't perfect, we should
let them see that w h i t e s and
Negroes can communicate in the
Nm·th, We must let them see that
there ls a solution to the problem under our present system of
gover·nment, that we don't need
a r·evolution or a radical change.
Anything to help give them· an
under·standing of .these ·p1·oble1m;
will be woa·th while."

"clel'icalism". an undue emphasi•
on the hierarchy of the Chul'ch .
A fol'mer Xavier professor and
past president of the Americart
Biblical Association, Fat·her Maly
was personal theologian at' the
Second Vatican Council rm· His
Grace Karl J: Aller, Archbishop
of Cincinnali.

Radio Station Gets
$1600 Council Loan
A month-long student council
debate was ended Wednesday
with the appl'Oval of a $1600 loart
to Xavier's campus radio station.

wcxu.
Returning to the air this week
following a "station break" ()f
seve1·al months, members of the
bl'oadcasting outlet's stall' indi•
cated that the funds will be u e<l
foc· capital impl'ovements al Ltae
station.
Ex11enditures will include a
$600 outlay fol' the salary of a
professional technician who ill
cul'rently rewil'ing the station'i
closed-circuit equipment, a sl!A•
tion spokesman said.
WCXU moved last month f1·orn
Its l'oc·mer quarte1·s in Albers Hall
to lac·ger, better-equipped sludiOll
in the basement. of Alter Hall, ..
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N•ws Platforn, >for
Progress At Xavier:
e lncreaaecl emphaala on the
t'esponsibilitw of the individual
atudent through the toiae administration of tl&e principle of subaidiaritu.

.. Verilas ''os Liberabil"
mDITOB-Df-CRU:I' . , •• , • , , •••••••• , •••••••• , • , •.••• aa'at A. a1an. Ir., 't8
IL\HAGlllG EiDl'IOR ............................ •• ••••.•. Da* W Coo•. ·ge
lllUSlNESS MANAGER , • , •••.• , . . • . . . . . . .. . • . • . .
. . .JallD Jtnrc :I&
ASSOCIATE EDITORS •. , ••.•••.•• ,, .Carole Zerllann; .1aae1 Hdnl•anu. 'G+:
Bollen O'Brien, •et; Kaili 01rdtnrr. '65,
A881STAlfT MAKE·VP EDITORS •••••••••••. .Julr llqer.· ·ea: DH Oardua• •,
IPOBTS JIDITOB . . .. • • • • • . • • • • • .. .. . .
. . . · · Kea Ollllta111. t•
COL'UMNJSTS •••••.••.•.••.•••..•••. l're4 Bernstein. •u: Dlell: Orupenlloll. '18
&El'ORTERS , . , ... Dick Helmick. 'H; John Sclantarelll, '65; Gene Connell, '66;
AndJ' lnterdona\o, '116; Bill Keck, '66; Bill Kramer, '66: ler~
Sheppard, '17: Ball Wetermen, '67; 'l'ODJ' Wnt, '67; Daa
orlnl, '17: .Jim Barrett, '17; Dave Bird, '07; Dave CrottJ', '17;
Jack Esaelman, ·117; To• Gravelle, '67; Frank Jancura, '17;
Ila .Jnrge111, '87: Ton,. Lane, '87; Sam Moon, '67: J'renll
Sheppard, '67; Boll Wlelerman, .'67; 'l'OllJ' Weat, '87; Dea
Gardner, '67.
IPORTS WRITERS .• , , , , •••••• , ••••••••••... Pat Dunne. '81: Pete llaeea1, '17
l'HO.LOGRAl•HERS .. ,,.,,,,.,,,.,.,,.,. BUI Sehlaudecker, 'IS; Tom Kttcll, 88;
Cbarlle Walker, '67; ;Jerry Wolter, '87.
CHIEF ROUSTABOUT ..••••• , , ••••• , , ••••••••••••••••....••. Nanc, Bt11l111
CIRCULATION DIRECTOR .•••• •••••• •• , •••• ,., •••••.• Dula, A Jleclllq, 't
l'AOUL'l''f ADVISOR
.••••••••••••• ·• • • • • . . ..... fto••• G la••11. a.a.
Publlftbecl week1, 11aun1 tlle achool ,.ear nctpt darta1 ncauoa 11erto41 '7
Zavter UnlvcrsltJ'. Hamilton Count,, Evanston, Cincinnati 'I, Ohio. 11!.C!O.per J'Hr.
Entered as second class matter October •· 1941 at the Poat Ollie• at
Cincinnati. Ohio ander the Act of llarc:ll a. 1179

e. Jmpro.,ement of Ubrer11 ,._
aecirch faeilitiea.

e

Ices.

e More emphlllfa on 1cholarahip by the addition of meanino
to the Dean's List, heretofOTe •
somewhat emptu honor.
e

through the arousal of interes&

b11 student leader•.

e

0

• Ea:pa711fcm of campus perlcinu /acilitie1.

,,~

Campus Roundup -~!£'Ji

•

•

•

FOUR.STTIDENTS at the University of Georcla were expelled this
week following charges that they hanged Bulldog basketball coach
Red Lawson in effigy. Reminding university authorities of unvindi~ated similar incidents during the pigskin season, the campus newspaper, Red and Black, complained that "it isn't fair for the administrl'ltion to punish some students for an offense similar to those com:..
milted by others who weren't punished."

•

•

•

LEE HARVEY OSWALD'S appearance on the Antloeh College
camTJUs last August will be up for discussion during the taped
''lnnact" program on WCPO-TV, Sunday at 6:30 p.m. The accused
murderer of President Kennedy visited the Yellow Springs, Ohio,
school ·with other organizers who were trying to muster recruits for
the "Fair Play For Cuba Committee."
Oswald made no public remarks at the time.

•

•

• •

BUT A PROFESSOR OF CLASSICS at the University of lllinol11
this week published what he says are the "real facts" on the assassination. Dr. Revi1o P. Oliver, in a piece p1·inted in the monthly pubJication of the John Birch Society, American Opinion, declares that
President Kennedy was killed because he was "1·apidly becoming a
political liability to the Communists" who were unable to realize 1963
· as the date for the "effective captu1·e of the United States."
President Kennedy was an agent of the plot who fell behind in his
appointed duties and was punished accordingly, Dr. Oliver contends.
Administration authorities at the Champaign campus reported that
they were "studying the matter" and wanied to read the article before making any decisions about either the story or its author.
But as the local chapter of the American Association of University
Professors prepared to defend Oliver from a projected djsmit1sal, the
elassicist himself calmly rcftected: "What I have given as a fact was
well known."

•

•

•

"THE BEATI.ES GOT .SWATTED THIS WEEK." A group of
New York City college students formed a committee called the
"Society Which Wants To Abolish Trash" and picketed the Jonghail'ecl, short-harmonied British rock 'n roll group during an appearai.nce in the Eastern metropolis . . . . At press time, Columbus police
were trying to quell a demonstration manned by four thousand
students on the Ohio State campus. Reason for the near riot: a eoed
was jailed for failin1 to pay a jaywalking ticket issued last December.

E1mination of duplications.

wasted motion. ducoordinatio~
and general cOftfusion ift regi5tration through general reffWm
Of the system.

Bob Ryan

TWO HARV ARD UNIVERSITY scientists think that a rare radiOactive clement, present in minute quantities in cigarette smoke, may
be the long-sought link between tobacco smoking and cancer. Drs.
Edward P. Radford and Vilma R. Hunt, researchers at the Harvard
School of Public Health, report that they have :found polonium, a
scarce element which emits alpha radiation, present in small amounts
of tobacco as a natural contaminant.
Persons smoking two packs of cigarettes a day may be exposed
1o seven times as much of the radiation dose as non-smokers, they
state. According to the scientists, the polonium, which is vaporized
by the burning temperature of the cigarette and carried to the lungs
by attaching itself to smoke particles, "may constitute a significant
initiator of neoplasia (abnormal-growth) in the bronchial epithelium
of a cigarette smoker."
Meanwhile, the economic war against cigarettes continues. The
editor of the Troy (Ohio) Daily News, Dale Francis, .has announced
that his publication will no longer accept cigarette advertisements.
Francis's move follows that made voluntarily by the National Association ol Cigarette Manufacturers last fall when its members multilaterally agreed to cease advertising in collegiate news publications.
The NACM decision considerably reduced the revenue of many
. papers, forcing several dailies to become weeklies. Advertisinig income at the News is down some 50 percent.
The only abstainer to the tobacconists voluntary withdrawal of
their pitch was Marlboro, which hurries to explain that the space
they buy for columnist Max Schulman isn't really for the sake of
commercialism but for comedy and good will.

lncrea:Jed partfcipatfo11 flt

ex tr a - cu"icular pr o g r a ma

Editorial opinions e•pressed in this pnJJer are the opinions of the editors alone.
'l'hev do not nec•ssnrily expre•s the opinions of the ol!lciols of Xn,.ier UniversitJ'
11or of the student body of Xavier tnken as a whole. unless speciftenlly stated.
Opinion• o! rol11m1d'ts are entirely t"•ir own and Deed not repre1e11t tlle
epiniou of the editorial board or of 1ny member thereof.

By BOB RYAN
News Editor-In-Chief

lleduction of aundr11 coda

to stlldents through the equital>i.
edmini.ttratima •I 1tudent H,._

'

• • •

e ContinuatiOR of the facuUv
•tialucation program throUfh "o&11ntar11 participation.

Proposition: Integrate The Xavier Campus
The editors of ~he News hereby cast theit' on this page, we are far from what we might
vote for girls. Jn fact. wish to propose that hope to be. At anv rate, both the <JUality of
they be permitted to sit beside us in math instruction and the environment at Xavier
class, or French, or whatever.
would represf'nt an improvement over the
The point we· wish to make is this: it Is other usual choices of the young ladies of
high time that Xavier University open its the area.
.
.
doors to the lady scholars one and an.
We have so fa.i: d1scusi:;ed the advantages
•
potentfaJJy accrmng to the girls if Xavier
As .hard as It is, we propo~e to ~xamine were to be thus integ1·ated. vie cann 0 t t1 •t'hfs issue objectively and d1spass1onately.
ee
We will easily see that there are a number ~11111111111~1tt11111-1111111111w11111111...111111111111111111111111n111111n11•11•1--111'1111111111- • 1••
of compelling reasons why such a step
"You shall have power, or you sholl have
would be at once advantageous to the uniio11, 11 said God;
versity and the community.
"You shall not lave both."
We shall not be the ftnt decry the tragic
-Emer.!on
waste of feminine brainpower in the country at large, but is is a point worthy of 1t111111u111unJ111111t111t1-u-111111111111111~11111111111111111--11•1111Jlil1nn111111111111111111111111•1..-1•1111111!111111u1111t111111111111111
II
iteration and consideration.
The time is Jong since past when ignor- Ject the equally compelling gains to be made
ance (feigned or genuine) was a desirable on t.he part of the university by such a move.
feminine attribute, anyhow. Men nowadays,
Apart from a probable sudden upsurge In
If they do not demand it; at least grud~ingly male enrollment. the school stands to gain
tolerate an occasional display of erudition in at least two other ways. First, by removon the part of their female counterparts. ing young men who really do not belong in
Along with the vote, the right to smoke and a university and repJacing them with young
drink, me lady has finally gained masculine ladies who truly appreciate a ~ood educaacceptance of her in something other than tion and are wiJling to work for it. Xavier
a purely decorative or functional role.
will in a fell swoop raise the median level of
It needs no fancy logic or involved its scholarship much more dramatica11y and
rheto!'ic to convince anyone of how useful easily than would otherwise ~e possible.
it might be to develop a breed of lady
Secondly, conEider the favorable influence
scholars; if not so much in the rigorous dis- the presence of the opposite sex would exert
ciplines of science and mathematics, tben on the manners and morale or the male
in the areas where their sensitivity and population. Manners: young men wm gen~reater innate aesthetic sense might. give erally react instinctively to the presence of
them an edge over their male counterparts. a lady by instantly becoming more mature,
In flne arts and liberal arts. there are more urbane, and generally better b~baved.
n1any readily available examples of top- The pr?fessors at least will appreciate the
flight accomplishment by the ladies. The revolution. As for morale, well ...
only reason more bas not been accomplished
So we exort the university to ponder wen
in the past is that the attitude and educa- its duty to a considerable segment of the
. tional facilities prevalent are such as to population heretofore neglected; and to the
prevent the full bloom of the female mind. ladies, this: The News is for you.
Without becoming too specific, Jet us
me1·ely say this: at most women's collegeR,
the women a1·e hampered both by the quality of the educational facilities on'ered to
them, and by the atmosphere in which they
Somehow, from bis elegant penthouse
live.
This is to say that in addition to being atop the highlands, the TaUest of ·the
educated on a diet of such stern stuff as Twelve drawled editorially:
"Less than a year ago, a convicted leditheoretical and applied sewing, the prepar;.
tion of TV dinners, etc., the girls are abso- tionist, Carl Braden, who allegedJy also had
lutely immersed in a sea of individual• Communist connections. was permitted to
whose only ambition is, like the Canadian speak on the UC campus. Now, the governor of a state, a man convicted of nothing,
branch of the Mounties, to 1et their man.
If we have any desire to cultivate the fa banned simply becau&e Xavier offtciale
available feminine talent, we must ftrst put don't agree with him." Ergo ••. there ,Iii
our girls in a serious atmosphere of study: tome sort of causal relationship?
Perhaps the height of the towers from
such as we would hope to find at a men'•
college, or coeducational plant. 'l'his will at which WKRC editorials radiate bu clouded
least increase the chances of fostering a the minds of their perpetrators from .reuon.
lady Teller or Gravel'.
An elementary course In logic-available
·
Xavier might otrer some such opportnn· at Xavier-might help them.
ity, although as we have previously noted
;-R.A.R.

Difficult Sequitur . ....

CINCINNATI, OHIO, FRIDAY, FEllUAIY 14, 19'4

Jlrlm~nlti

Pase Three

N111u '<&ning 111or iluroqut!'

TO TRE EDITOR 01' THE NEWS:

Student Civil Rights Committeeman
·objects To 'Camel' References
TO

'!'HI~

F.DTTOR OF THE NEWS:

As chairman of·the civil rights
"committee" of Student Council,
I. feel it is about time . t~~t I
speak out and explain just what
It . is we are trying to do since
'yollr i:>r'econceived political' rommitments pre v en t yoo from
doin~ so in an accurate mariner.
First of all you represented us
as a '!race corps" which sounds
like ·we are dedicated to· that
which we are trying to eliminate. i.e. racism in any form. Now
you have us on the backs of
camels, and it seems as 'though
·we have joined the "Afrika
Korps" in more ways than one.
Let me state now that we a1·e
Mt leaping and screaming liberals. CORE-symps, or any other
kind of devotee to ·extremism.
We are primarily stuc!ents who
recognize a long standing and
far reaching social problem, who
understand that a democracy
functions only as long as its eduC!ated elements function as an
informed and responsible ruliflg
body. To risk a cliche, the students of today, that is the college
students, will be the leaders of
tomonow.
Second we are equally aware
of the complexity of the race
issue. In no way is either side
justified in thinking itself in
complete possession of the truth.

There Is clearly a deep moral
issue at stake. But there are also
political, social, legal issues of
equal consequence. I myself am
a moderate, but e\•cn I can see
that within the bounds of moderation much remains to be done
on both sides. Rudy Hast chose
to call this an experiment to
create a social consciousness; I
don't think we nre ready just
yet to apply a social conscience
to the situation, at least not we
students of Xavier. I w o u 1 d
rather term the project as an
Instrument of social awareness.
Though most of m: are strongly committed to a more positi\'e
line of action, it is in keeping
with the spirit of the experiment that we should not inflict
our views upon those to whom
we talk. Rather we intend to
present our findings as an objective reality which each person within the limits of his own
moral and political convictions,
liberal or conservative, should
face up to and attempt to find
a solution to.
John E. Schaal '65,
Chairman Human
Relations Committee.
P.S.: You neglected to mention
the more than 30 Xavier students who are partaking ~n the
Sodality extension of the WEEP
program at St. Mark's in Evanston.

'Xavier Name 'At Stake'-Ruberg
TO '!'In: EDITOR OP TRI!: MEWS:

To Om· Seventh Man:
. I am very proud of our student
body for the enthusiastic manner in which they have supported the basketball team. The
spit·il this season is tremendous.
The students won the Lou.isville
game for us by constantly encouraging the team to fight back
against what appeared to be
ovenvhelming odds.
The spirit and enthusiasm has
,been shown not only at the
games themselves, but also in
the dormitories, in the classrooms, and in the cafeteria. The
players and the coaching staff
have definitely been affected
and we sincerely appreciate your
support. Keep up the outstanding
·work, just as the team intends
to fulfill our early season p1·e, diction of winning a post-season
national tournament.
·
In our last two ball games at
the Fieldhouse, some unfortunate
·incidents ·arose. You know, as
well as the team and I know,
that this situation has to be cor. rccted immediately. The student
body must refrain from making
derogatory remarks of any kind
to the officials and from littering
the basketball court with debris.
As I promised back in Novem·ber, Xavier University plans to
.bring to the Fieldhouse the best
basketball teams in the country. In order for this policy to
rontinue and in order for students to have the privilege of
witnessing top notch basketball,
·we must conduct ourselves as
-1entlemen at all times.
The· same holds true with re ..
1ards to officials. If Xavier hopes
to keep getting the top officials,
: ,we have to treat these officials
,in a respectful way. I would. like
to remind the s fu dents that
Chuck Chuckovits officiated ·in
the NCAA finals last year. So he
is a highly rated referee.
I ask the seventh man to treat
. the · officials, as if each official
· were his own father. Although
this statement. may seem absurd
,to some, these men do have families. And don't 1oriet that of•

ficiating a basketball game is not
an easy task.
Always remember the many
advantages that Xavier students
have for our games. The location
of the student section is excellent for viewing the game. At
many universities students receive "end zone" seats. Our students a 1 so receive companion
tickets for half price and this
week got a special reduction on
tickets for the Louisville game.
These are benefits which students at many other universities
do not enjoy.
We hope that Xavier will become a major basketball power
and school in every sense of the.
word. We are proud of our bas-·
ketball team and our university.
For other people, especially
guests of Xavier University, to
share this opinion, we must behave in the best possible manner.
Teams and officials come to
Xavier from all over the United
States. They can spread the word
(good or bad) about Xavier not
only to their hometown, but also
to any city in which they take
pa1·t in a basketball game. The
name of our university is at
stake. I know that our seventh
man will not let Xavier down
Tuesday night nor at any time
in the future ..
Don Ruberg,
Basketball Coach.

Tito's. Sales Pay-Off
Committee members probing a
400 percent increase in HAB

Scholarship Fund raffle tickets at
the Xavier-Canisius basketball
contest came up with this expla•
nation:
·
. Celebrated alumnus Tito . Carinci had purchased a large supply of the tickets from the high
school girl-saleswomen and cireulated throu1h the Fieldhouse
hawking the wares.
The $16 per game average take
from the sales was increased to
$68 that night, Mrs. Eugene Fu1azzi, fund chairman, reported.

smother a desire to 'sit all night home again, w h c r e the deer
Those of you w h o h a v e in the Raton Santa- Fe station, saucily nibble the vines on your
sampled the Arcadian delights of aggravating my old war injmy front porch. But there is one
Cimarron, New Mexico, are welt on the geometricaly-s t r a i g h t reason I must go East; it has to
aware of the scarcity of cultural benches, just to see the Fast Mail do with those old ear-plugged
blandishments afforded by my glide in at 3:58 a.m. Once I got dowagers and snot-nosed long.
chosen exile. To be sure, in as far as the steam-wreathed haired tone-dcafs who file religArcadia the sound of shepherds door of the coach, and almost iously into Music Hall ca ch
playing their pipes more than swung up and on. But I was week, and into the opera when
compensates for what is known never on the train w h e n it they know the Enquirer will
as Culture; but Arcadia is under snaked out of the station's track- have its society photographer
quarantine; and the connecting maze ... was always still on the there; and, most or all, it has to
railroad was abandoned by the platform, waving hall-ashamed do with ...
Interstate Commerce Commis- good-byes to the brakeman.
But I'll write you later about
sion in 1933.
Oh, some day I'll get on and the Straus that broke the camel's
stay on, I know, and ride back Bach.
Times arise, however, when I
Sincerely,
long for the metropolitan de- .East for a spell. For one thing,
George P. Helmholtz. D.N.
li~h ts of Hannibal
and even it'll make me glad to get back
Newport, the houris playing
their dulcimers in high and inaccessible sera~llos, the corner
policemen ca 1 l i n g vehicular
square-dances, the well-dressed
and overdressed crowds, hearing
(Autlior of "Rally Round Ille Flag, Boys!"
aids unnoticeably disconnected,
and "Bartfool Boy JVit/1 Clieck".)
filing ceremoniously into Music
Hall to hear the latest belchings
of a mad Frenchman, who in
his leaner days manufactures
ECONOMICS CAN BE CHUCKLES
background music for JugoslavItalian extravaganz3s that boast
Many of you have been avoiding economics because it is eo
an underdressed mis-fusion of
widely known as "the dismal science." Oh, good friends, stop
· Jason and Hercules.
cheating yourselves of many a laugh and cheer, because ecoAnchorite that I am, I scar my
nomics is a positive riot! True, it is called the dismal science,
flesh against the cooing s of
but that is only because it was invented in 1681 by Walt.er C.
seductions amatory, knowing full
Dismal.
well that any inamorata of mine,
It is easy to· understand why Mr. Dismal's discovery ol
after I leave, takes off both her
f'conomics is today almost forgotten, for the fact is that he
love and her beauty, storing
11imself only stayed with the subject for two or three days.
the latter in ranks of jars and
After that he took up embonpoint, whfoh means fatness. It ie
bottle, storing the former God
Mid that at his apogee, 1\fr. Dismal reached 1200 pounds. 'l'hi9
knows where - in the d e e p later Lccame known as Guy Fawkes Day.
freeze, I imagine. And the blue
It was not until 1776 when Adam Smith published his lVealtA
protectors of social order seem
of Nations (or Ozyma11dias, as it is usually known as) that the
interesting only out here, myself
world came to realize what a rosy, twinkly, fun subject ecofor master, where I can delicnomics is. As Mr. Smith showed in his jocular little treatill,
iously contemplate the idea of a
~ere is nothing complicated about economics.
perfect stranger with brass buttons relaying oracular legi~lation
on the distance-to-be-maintained-from-fireplugs . . . when I
know that it is not I that he
enjoins to rectitude. Here, there
are no fireplugs to block; if
something wants to burn down
we let it. Why, if any building~
be such an eyesore that they call
to Apollo for fiery immolation,
let them all burn aown, I say!
When there is a great demand for a product, a great supply
Then use the ash for fill, and
is placed on the market. When there is a small demand, there
do try to build better the second
is a small supply. Take, for example, castanets. You walk int.o
time 'round.
any average American town today and I'll wager you won't see
Here, I flnd such status qao's
more than eighty or ninety castanet shops. That is because the
as are worth maintaining usually
demand is small.
help themselves a 1 on g. The
For Marlboro Cigarettes, on the other hand, the demand i9
clouds manage nicely without
great. Thus, you will find Marlboros-with all their yummJ
the cloud - seeder; the. ~at a rich tobacco flavor and pure white Selectrate filter and pliable
mount's fangs are something the
soft pack and unpliable Flip-Top box-at any counter wheN
deer may be grateful for-it is
cigarettes are sold in every one of our fifty great States and
only when the man from the
Duluth.
Bureau of W i 1 d 1 i f e comes
To Adam Smith, I say, belongs the distinction of popularizina
· through that .we notice the deer
economics. Mr. Smith was followed i.iy David Ricardo. In fact.
to lose themselves in the hills.·
everywhere he went he was followed by David Ricardo. Mr.
Once they even succeeded in
Smith
finally got so annoyed that he summoned a bobby, aa
shooting all the cats around
British policemen are called, and had Mr. Ricardo arrested.
here; the next winter more deer
This later became known ils the Louisiana Purchase.
died of starvation than the whole
Upon his release from gaol, as a British jail is called, Mr.
healthy herd had .ever numbered.
Ricardo reported to his parole officer, Thomas Robert Malthus.
Two cats were brought in from
They soon became fast friends, and one night over a game of
Texas. Eve1·ything's gone nicely
whist they invented the stock exchange, or chutney, as it ii
since them . . . the sign for a
called
in Englanl.
return to the gc.od times was,
Well sir, with the British having, you might say, a corner on
I'm told, when the Bureau men
economics, the French decided that they wanted some ecowere letting the cats loose from
nomics too. Being, however, a proud nation, they refused
a truck. "Clawed the fat 'un
to ~rrow British economics, but insisted on inventing
simply
with the glasses right good, the
their own. At first they tried using the trufBe hound as a medimn
yaller 'un did." I should have ~
of exchange. When this proved less than satisfactory, they
liked to have seen that.
switched to pomade. Discouraged by this second disappointNor do we have much trouble
ment, they finally shrugged and said, "Oh, who cares abou'
out here with other beasts of
economics anyhow?" and returned to the guillotine and Maurice
prey. Why, it's a fact of life that
Chevalier.
the shopkeeper s h o u 1 d overAmerica, I am pleased to report, bad much better success with
charge us-after all, the higher
economics.
Our early merchants quickly broke down economics
he raises his prices, the higher
into its two major categories-coins and folding money-and
I raise mine as consultant CID
today, as a result of their wisdom, we can all enjoy the automatio
whatever it is I'm gassing about
toll station.
at the moment. We'd rather level
Well sir, I could go on and on about this fascinating subject,
things out among ourselves than
but I know you're all in a tearing hurry to rush out and sign
invite in an impartial third party
up for Econ I. So I will leave you now with two kindly words
to re-arrange our hostilities for
or farewell: Gresham's Law.
@186' lllHSblllus; an impartial arbiter sure may
not be against you-but then he's
not for you either, and like as·
not he'll try and hurt you both a
little bit more than you'd have
We, l11e maker• of Jfnrlboro Ci11nrettet1, are tobncconit1ft1.
done yourselves, just to prove
not econo'miata. Bid t/1i• much 1ve knorv about aupJllY and
that he 11 impartial.
demand:
demand lull llaoor in • tiller ci1arette; .,,.
But, I must admit, there are a
a11ppl11 il-ll•rlbonll
few times wh.en I simply cannot
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XAVIER- DETROIT IN REMATCH
."Run And Score" Offenses
:Highlight Motor City Clash
Xavier and Detroit, two teams
that feature "run and score"
()ffenses, nreet for the s e co n d
time this seasun Saturday night
the Motor City. Tip ofl time
•t the UD Fieldhouse is 8:00 p.m.
Coach Bob Callihan's Titans
~ill be seeking revenge for a
121-113 setback to the Musketeers on January 6.
Steve Thomas established 3
Xavier individual records in that
wild ball game.
Xavier's All - American h a s
been in a scoring slump in re-

The Musketeers play their
second last Fieldhouse encounter
of the '63-64 campaign, when
they host St. Francis of Pennsylvania.
St. Francis boasts a dangerous scoring threat in senior
guard Sandy Williams, as well
as one. of the nation's leadin.g
field goal marksmen in forward
Gene DeBerardinis.
DeBerardinis was fifth in last
week's NCAA statistics with .a
.610 percentage fl'om the field.
Xavier and St. Francis have

c:ent outings and Coach Don Ruberg is houcful that Thomas will
regnin his shooting touch against
the Detroiters.
The Titans faced Dayton this
J)ast Wednesday night with an
11-8 record. Detroit has lost to
a number of highly-rated teams,
including Michigan, Villanova,
Loyc.Ja (Chicago) and Toledo.
Last Saturday Detroit accomplished a "first" in its basketbaU
history by knocking ofl Notre
Dame, 100-89, for a sweep of thP.
11nnual two-game series. This
was the first time a Titan five
had beaten ND twice in the same
eeason.
Al Cech and Dick Dzik have
been Detroit's hotshots of late.
Cech poured in 29 points against
1he Irish.

clashed four t i m e s and the
Frankies have been on top in
three of the Iom· games. Two of
St. Francis's wins have come at
the Fieldhouse.
St. Francis (Pa.) is probably
best known as the former home
of the great Maurice Stokes, who
has been hospitalized for several
year1> with a brain injury,

in

Dzik is one of the country's
five rebounclers with an
average of 20 grabs per contest.
top

the Xavier cause.

Cardinals Down
XU, 97-91

Xavier's Fighting Frosh gave
their best for forty minutes, but
bowed to the Louisville yearlings,
87-80, Wednesday night.
Coach Gundrum's h u s t 1 er s
fought from behind in b o t h
halves and finally succeeded in
knotting the count at 69-69 with
seven minutes to play.
However, U. of L. ta Hied J 1
consecutive points to cinch the
verdict. The XU f r o s h never
stopped battling though and once

Mike Fessler, a graduate of
Covington Catholic high, topped
the Catholic U. attack with 20
points .. The loss was the visitors'
seventh in nineteen games.
Miami's fired-up Red skins,
bombing the nets :f.rom everywhere on the court, cut. down
the Musketeers, 97-85, last Saturday night before a Fieldhouse
attendance of 4,961.
Jeff Gehring and Ch a r 1 e y
Ccles sparked the Miami attack.
Gehring was on target on 10 o~
14 floor shots and on 7 of 8
foul tosses.
Coles, a ·6 ft. junior guard,
scrambled the ropes on 10 of 20
attempts from the field and was
a perfect 5 for 5 at the gratis
line.
Pivot-man Charlie Dinkins and
forward Jerry Peirson were the
key assistants to Gehring and
Coles. Dinkins tallied 16 points,
hauled -down 15 rebounds, and
blocked several XU shot tries. ·
Peirson also g at h e r e· d UI
markers, but 14 of these came
in the first half, when the Redskins hit 59% of their shots enl'Oute to a 53-44 lead at inter-.
mission.
The struggle was nip and tuck
in the ear1y going. Peirson's
jumper from the foul stripe put
Miami in front 20-19 with 12:08
remaining in the haJf. Xavier
never regained the upper hand.
Xavier, with Pelkington on the
bench via 5 fouls, narrowed the
gap to 89-85 with 1:39 left. Steve
Thomas missed a chance to cut
the lead to three, when he missed
the second shot on a bonus free
throw situation.
However, Joe McNeil stole a
Redskin pass and the ·Muskies
were in ·business. Short)¥ ther..

Louisville's Cardinals greatly
enhanced their chanc~s for ._
berth in the NCAA Mid-East re1?ion11ls with a 97-91 vi<:tory over
Xavier, Wednesday night.
A Freedom Hall audience of
9,823 watched Ron Hawley to,9.iJ
in 33 points to lead the U. of L.
assault.
Down by as many .as 17 points,
XU put on a spectacular "team
rally" to forge ahead, 75-73, with
flver ten minutes remaining.
Louisville regained the lead for
keeps with 4: 49 left on two free
throws by Judd Rothman.
Steve Thomas topped the Muskies with 30 points.
Coach Ruberg was obviously
dissatisfied with thte setb<ick, despite the remarkable comeback.
After the game, Ruberg said he
was sure Xavier could have won
if the players had dedicated
themselves to a "forty-minute
t e a m effort," instead of only
twenty minutes of dedicated and
spirited basketball.

-Nt1t•• (Wolllr) Pltolo

'No, It's Not Swimming'
:Bryan Williams, Steve Thomas, and two Detroit players wait for
a rebound in the first XU-Detroit clash. Little Joe McNeil appears to
be demonstrating some type of swimming technique.

Louisville Trims Frosh

Musl{ies Slam Catholic
.Toe Geiger, writing careerhigh figures in both total points
1lncl rebounds into the record
books, guided the Xavier Musketeers to an 86-73 win over
Cathc.Jic University last Sunday.
Geiger connected on 12 of 19
tries from the field, cashed in
9 of 12 charity opportunities, and·
picked off 20 rebounds.
Thanks to Geiger's 24 points
in the second half, the Muskies
were able to overcome a 41-36
llalftime deficit.
The visitors sped to their impressive halftime lead, as XU
did little more than just "show
up" fo1· the game in the opening
half.
After Coach Don R u b er g
preached a strong sermon on
pride ·at intermission, the Muskies went to work and got the
job done.
A driving layup by Geiger
1ave Xavier command, 47-45,
with 16:44 to play and the Mu:;kies never relinquished the lead.
XU's largest bulge was 80-61
'\Jlith 3:41 remaining.
Bryan Williams, Steve Thomas,
Joe McNeil, and Bob Pelkington
joined Geiger in dcuble figures.
Williams, back in action after a
two-game suspension, accounted
1or 12 points.
Thomas, again experiencing a
miserable shooting afternoon,
eollected 12-his lowest output
C>f the campaign.
McNeil and Pelkington had 10
»<iints. Pelkington grabbed 28
rebounds to inch closer to the
aeason record at Xavier and also
aained ground in his battle with
Paul Silas for the national lead•
ership in rebounding.
McNeil eontributed 8 assists to

NCAA BID?

narrowed the m a r g i n to five
points, 85-80.
Jim Hengehold registered 28
points to pace Xavier. Tony Zych
11>cored 20 and Dave Lynch i7.
Louisville was led in scoring by
Joe Liedtke with 29.
Dave Gilbert, averaging 31
points per contest for the Cardinals, was checked with 16. Dave
Lynch was chiefly responsible for
containing the U. of L. ace.

U.~

86-73

11fter though, a McNeil-pass intended for Thomas 1·01led out of
bounds and the Redskins proceeded to reel oft eight 1Jtraight
points.
Joe Geiger turned in another
brilliant performance for XU
.with 29 points and 16 rebounds,
Stev.e Thomas had 23 points and
:Bob Pelkington 14. Pelkington
had 18 rebounds too.
Thomas was ·able to find the
Tange on just 9 of 29 shots from
·'be field.
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PRICES: $2.25 • $3.00 • $3. 75 • $4.50

MAIL ORDERS Filled promptly. Send remittance, •
seu-addressed stamped envelope.
•
TICKETS on sale now at -

and Mail Orders filled by •

CENTRAL TICKET OFFICE
123 E. Fourtb Street

•

CineianaU, Oblo f5202 •
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Hlanai, StautfJerg Fall

KEN'S KORNER

Lynch, Zych, 1-lengehold

by Ken C•illincer, NEWS Sparta Editor
:By now the r e s u 1 t of the
X1,1vier-Louisville game is histo'ry. Xavier's tournament hopes,
especially for the NCAA, clep~nded· a great deal on the U. of
L. contest.
Regardless of the outcome at
Louisville, the Musketeers· have
ai real battle to fight tomorrow
night in Detroit. The Titans are
eager to avenge the 121-113 loss
to Xavier last month. Coach· Ruberg's crew will have to display
ii· much better brand of .. allatoi.ind basketball th a n they
showed last weekend in order·to
del'ail the. hungry Titans.

• • •
·Joe· Geiger's tremendous scoring splurge has rocketed •him
into contention for a spot in the
top ten among XU's all-time
pointmakers. Prior to the Louisville game, Geiger had a career
total of 907 points. He needed
181 more with at least 7 games
fo. play to surpass Jimmy
l3oothe's tenth place to t a l of
_i,087 points.

..

;

• • •

·''Even· though he had his· worst
'iScoring output of the season
against Catholic U, Steve Thomas
still cracked two Xavier season
records and became the ninth
Musketeer cager in history to
score· 1,000 or more career points.
Steve is the first player to reach·
this milestone in his junior year.
Thomas smashed two of Joe
Vivhmo's season marks. Steve's
12 points gave him 551 for the
season, ·erasing Viviano's total of
544. Thomas also wiped out the
recprd for the most field gpals
made- in orie .season. His 5 two:.-.
pointers a g a in st Catholic U.
boosted his total field goals made
to 215 for the campaign, breakjng Viviano's mark of 211.
Thomas entered the Louisville
game with 1,002 career points.
Bob Pelkington's total stood at
98~.

Congratulations to tri-captain
Tom Freppon for making the
Dean's List last scfl')ester. This
accomplishment ckserves to be
highlighted and not to be shoved
completely into the background
by the large number or basketball ineligibles. ·

• • •

r

Jim Brogle, a m e m b e
of
Alpha Sigma ·Nu, the Sodality,
and the football team, was in
charge of a group of Xavier stu-.
dents who brought 19 boys from
Longview State ·Hospital to the.
Xavier - Catholic U. game last
Sunday.
Brogle, Roy Lipscomb, Jim
Pelikan, Bruce B r ow n , and
Frank Koss got special permission to bring the boys to the
game and the kids really enjoyed
the treat.
Athletic Director Jim McCafferty gave Brogle free tickets
for the Longview boys. All are to
be commended for their apostolic
endeavor.

• • •
Jn many respects the 1963-64
home basketball season has been
an amazing one. The oppooing
teams visiting 'the Fieldhouse
have played spectacular basketball.
-Marian, Tennessee, C e n t r a l
State, Detroit, Louisvilie, Villanova, Dayton, and Miami all
performed in splendid fashion.
Catholic U. gave the Muskies a
scare too.
Villa Madonna ancl Tulsa were
the only teams to play poorly.
Consequently, the ..Mu ski e s
have had to play some outstanding basketball to chalk up a aecent record at home. On numerous occasions X a v i e r came
through with great clutch efforts.

Spark Gundrum's Cagers
Coach Al Gundrum's scrappy
frosh rounclballers registered a
pair or victories last weekend to
extend their record to 10-5.
Performing with b u t o n e
!cholarship player (Jim Hcngeholcl), the Little Muskies nudged
the Miami Papooses, 77-71, on
Saturday night.
Less than twenty-four hours
later, the freshmen returned to
the Fieldhouse h· a r cl w o o d to
hand Stautberg Insurance a 9883 Jicking.
Tony Zych and Jim Hengehold
combined for 47 points in the
Miami skirmish. Z y ch; who
prepped ·at Ft. Wayne Central
Catholic, swished through 24
markers, while Hengehold was
closely behind with 23.
Dave Lynch and Bob Einhaus
·were also in double digits with
14 points apiece.
The XU yearlings t r a i 1 e d
throughout the eal"ly going, but
went ahead to stay in the latter
part of the first half.
At intermission Xavier had a
40-35 lead.
Dave Lynch put on a "How
Oscar Robertson Does It" show
for the fans Sunday afternoon.
Lynch, making a determined
bid for scholarship consideration,
tossed in 35 points, grabbed 20
rebounds, and set up 4 baskets.
The 6-1, 165 pound forwardguard popped in 12 of 17 field
goal attempts and clicked on 11
of 13 free throw chances.
Tony Zych turned in his second consecutive 24-point production for the frosh. Jim Henge-

hold added 19 and Bob Einhaus
11.

Jerry Drew was high man for
the losers with 19. Former Muskies Ed Tepe and Ron Nicolai
tallied 12 and 10 m1ukers, re~pectively.

Villa Madonna's frosh edged
the Little Muskies, 86-82, at
Covington Catholic's g y m on
February 5.
The. XU frosh finished the
game with only four players.
Dave Lynch joined .Jim Henge•
hold and Bob Einhaus on thf!
sidelines with about a minute
to play.
At this point the score was
tied, 82-82. Villa's Tom Calme
pumped in two field goals to
provide the Rebels with the win.
Hengehold scored 30 points for
Xavier. Lynch hit for 21 and
Zych for J 1.
Next Tuesclay night the Little
Muskies entertain Coca-Cola.

•

•

when they're
65%DACRON
&35%cotton
in Post-Grad
slacks by

Freppon Makes
Dean's List

Considering the caliber of ball
played by the visitors this season
Xavier's 9-3 h o m e s 1 a t e is
worthy of praise.

h.i.s

Record Rundown
Dee. I-Xavier 101, Marian 77
(Thomas 35)
·
Dee. 4--Xavier 89, Tennessee ·17
(Thomas 19)
Dee. l~entral State 16, Xavier
89 (Thomas 20)
Dee. 14--St. Bonaventure 17, Xavier 12 (Thomas 37)
Dee. 16-Xarier 102, VIiia Ma·
donna 66 (Thomas 42)
Dee. 20-Xavler 78, St. J'oee11h 75
(Thomas 32)
Dee. 26-Xavler 89, Miami II
Tbomu, Wiiiiams l'l)
Dee. 21-DePaal 18, Xavier It
(Thomas 28)
Dee. 3i-Xavler 13, Tul8& 'JI
(Thomas 30)

Jan. 4--Xavier 103, Dayton H
· (Thomas 28)
Jan ~Xav~er J21. Detroii 113
(Thomas 50).
Jan. 11-Xavier 83, Marquette 11
Thomas 33)
Jan. 15-Xavier 80, · Louisville 79
(Thomas 35)
Jan. 18-Villanova 90, Xavier U
(Thomas 31)
Jan. 26-Duquesiae 13, Xavier 78
(Gelger 25)
Jan. 21-Xavler 104, Canlsius H
(Thomas 42)
Feb. 1 Xavier IZ, Dayton 11
(Gelcer 20)
Feb. I-Miami 97, Xavier 15
Gelcer 29)
Feb. t-Xavler 86, Catbolle lJ. 73
(Gelcer 33)

-N1ws (Wolltr} Pltol•

Misse.d Layup

Hat
Manufacturing
Company

*

'The Main Event'·

1>etl'()it'1 l>orie Murray and Xavier's -Bryan . Willia~s 1cramb~e

h a looee ball. Murray and Williama l»otla were otren11ve 1tara
t11e ant xu-UD

pme.

JD

llC is the world's finest
t11ritin1 Instrument-writes
tn and on-yet It costs only
190. Only SIC Is 1uarante1d* · to write first time
every time. SIC's "Dyamite"
Ball Point Is the hardest
metal made by man. Get a SIC, now II
your campus store. SIC "Cryst1I" lff,
. llC pens available with blue, red, 1reen,
and black ink. Made In U.S.A. •ror r•
11tacement send pen to:

Tom Freppon drives for a layWATElllAIHIC Piii COIP., 111Lf011!11 C. .
up against Tulsa. Freppon was on ·
the Dean's List for the first semester. Incidentally, Freppon
missed the layup.

New .England

-Net.01 (Wolter) Photo

when are
65%and35%
good marks?

118 Bait Sixth Street
Cincinnati, Ollie·

This is the fabric combo
that makes music with
sleek goad looks and wash
able durability. And Post
Grads are the bona fide
authentics that trim you up
and taper you dawn. Tried
and-true tailored with belt
loops, traditional packets,
neat cuffs. Only $6.95 in
the colors yau like ••• at the
stares yau .lik••
•cu.font's R*I• TM for

it~

Polyester fiber

OPBN A STUDENT CHARGE

ACCOU~,

RENT NEW
CARS AND
SAVE UP
TO 40%!

Brand new Corvalr Monzas, Chevy II and
Chevrolet Impalas at low rates. Rent a car the
BUDGET Way, 1111 per mile, leH per day,
You buy only th• QH you need.•
W• FHlure Frt• Hol•I ind Airport
l'lcflup 1nd D1ll11ery S•r11lc•.

Call 241-6134
ID W. Si•.. St.-1 llock West of Tcn1ce-Hilto11
Lobllr of the Parhd-: Gara"~
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Pace Sis

Tlae 11'fnter Atlaenaeum

Dick Grupenhoff

Current and Choice
Sooner or later the discussion
wns bound to turn to our theatre
here on campus. I felt it coming,
"Now, tell me," said m~- impertinent friend as he pounded
hi~ fist on· a cavity-filled South
Hall picnic table, "why don't we
have a decent theatre here on
c<>mpus? And what about the
l\fa:::quc Society-what's the real
st<W.'' on them? Look at Edgecliff. look at the Mount's new
theatre, and they're both small1•r
schools, what's going on?" The
cl'C'eky underclassman fric<'d me
with a demonic stare and a wolfish !''!'in-or grimmace.
"Well, I - "
"And another thing." hC' interrupted quickly, "we don't even
have a Communication Al'ts major in this school, and to top it
all off, the only Fine Arts course
we have is on television. nn lei;s.
And does South Hall look like
a theatre to you?" He stopped
abruptly, hunching wide - e.n?cl
over the table in a manner which
appeared to portray him as a
drop-out from an Indian cull or
asrnssins, and which seemed to
convey to me that my vel'y liCc
hung on my answer.
"01' are you j us t going to
blmne it on the .Jesuits?" he said
with a note of finality.
" [ understand Yom· problem,"
J said, choosing my words slow1.v. "As a mattc1· of fact, l'\•e
been asking myself those same
questions for the past two years.
I did <isk a few people about it,
but they all seem to be too busy
sitting on their hands and waiting for the Student Union to be
built." I began to feel as I was
giving a lecture, for I noticed
two other students at the adjoining table throwing their eyes
and ears in my direction while
buHily munching on their chicken
liver sandwiches.
"I don't know if that's the
right approach, though,'' I continued, "it's much bigger thun
that. For one thing, many or the
people aroWld here have the
false impression that everyone
in the Masque is a kook. That's
not true. But it seems that the
ones with the nanowest minds
always have the widest mouths;
consequently, the Masque gets a
questionable reputation.
"Another thing,'' I said, my
voice taking on a new confidence, "the idea around hel'e is
to attack everything that goes
on. If it's not the administration, it's the professors, and if

Editor Has A Hard Act· ,To Follolv- ·
~

'

.

lb EDWARD HANSLICK
tragedy becomes suddenly ~oursf matter! Here, sure of himself
Well,
now,
whatever
is
Ediltlr
These pieces, however, serve within the happy discipline
· it's not the professors, it's the
Genovese going to do for an
only to offset the deepness and a form, he says things that few
Student Council, or the day.
encore? Sixty packed p11ges--for
craftsmanship of the three short can say, and fewer well. Ceramic
hops, 01· the dormies, or the
is an excellent example of a
the
fit·st
time
Atllena·mm·
.•
,
spine
·stories.
It might be argued that
weather. Pretty soon we're eithsmall perfection; it almost lends
can
comfoi·tably
bear
the
burden
they
are
more
vignettes
than
er throwing milk cal'lons at each
credence to someone's assertion
other across the table or we lapse of all that minisclue printing! short stories, despite their prothat a perfect epigram is as difinto that 'I don't give a d-' feel- But sixty pages of good writing g1·ession to their ends. But, whatwr.>uld seem to exh:;ust Xavier's
ever might be said about no- ficult of accomplishment as a
ing. That's just about the posicreativity unless Mr. Genovese
menclatm·e, but one adjective can perfect epic.
tion we're in now. Granted, evknows so m et h i n g his public
And it is great praise that the
be used to describe them-exerything doesn't run smoothly on
doesn't. Let's hope that perhaps cellent.
only unhappy thing with Song
this campus, but ~aybe we ought
In its way Editor Genovese's for &c is the title. What more
to look around us and see what the w i n t er Athenaeum is the
could be done that isn't being foremnner of many others as big is the best of the lot, although to say? Each must find his praise
the long-memoried reader may for the poem in his own reaction
done instead of always criticizing with quality.
The highest praise possible for
wonder where the Main Street to it.
th'" situation that exists. Before
the WOl'ks that make up the is- Chili Parlor has strayed in from.
· Two wot·ks remain to be cona n y t h i n g is accomplished we
sue is quite simply this-that In both his short story and Mr. -sidered; and we cannot but rehnve to attain an agreeable enthey succeed in doing what they McClain's, most remarkable ef- gret that Dr. Podolsky can only
vironment." I stopped to take a
attempt.
In a couple of cases it fects are achieved by piling up explain Science once; just as we
drag off my· cigarette and I no-·
ir to be wondered if the attempt similar images without becoming regret that Mr. Benner would
ticed a slight twinkle in my
was worthwhile: Mi·. Holley's mere repetitive-sign of crafts- need a thit'ty-hour . day to find
friend's eye,
verse is as forgettable as Mr. manship, if perhaps not genius. enough spare time to equal this
"The Masque Society," I went
Charbeneau's is not. But first
The already existing potential play before the last publication
on as I crushed the cigarette into
attempts arc to be forgiven
for that will ftower when, say, of Atllenaeum. We must be hap•
one of the many crncks of the
much, for Mr. Holley, having Mr. McClain ceases to indulge py with a unique accomplish•
table, "is also well aware of the
started however shakily on the himself in the expensive luxury ment, so great being the care
situation on campus. They're beroad of poetry, can now become
of 0. Henry endings in short that must have gone into the
ginning to feel, and so am I, that
as good as he wants to. And
stories of desperation. And Mr. writing. Mr. Benner has learned
if this a n i m o s i t y and fenceMr. McCarthy's satire, damningthe greatest art: his play is lean,
Genovese too.
squatting continues on this camly accurate, usually overcomes
Mr. Charbeneau's short story and affords no fat for the critic's
pus unde1· the idea that everythe limitations of a form so
slashing knife. And in that relacannot be so easily disposed of.
thing will be peachy as soon as
often beaten to death; nor does
Exotic in setting, it nevertheless tively short staging, more charthat building goes up, then that
the delicacy of Mr. Carotentuto's
acters are developed to believbreathes more reality than t-he
Student Union is going to tum
Carol become cuteness. On the
others; obscure, it says more. ability than most playwrights are
out to be a real bomb!"
other hand, Mr. Lawler's astrinBut the reader is well advised privileged to create in a hund1·ed
My fl"iend eased back from his
gent style, in his hands, becomes
not to consider A Year for t11e pages.
predatory position atop the taexactly what his subject reDevil in the same light as the
But Mr. Benner's outstanding
ble and assumed a contemplative
quit·es. Who can use pretty
other short stories. It is a poem, woi·k should not make the other
seat opposite me as I continued.
phrases when someone else's
or perhaps a movie libretto, works in Athenaeum pate be"The moderator, the director,
masquerading as a short story, side it. From the pleasantly sen."
and all the people of the Masque
and .must be judged as such. Mr.
timental cover to the naked
are also aware of the condition
Charbeneau's ability to piece beauty of page 60, Athenaeum
from a shattered rose-window has succeeded in retaining the
•>f the theatre hei·e and are just
the magic shafts of his words-it overall high quality of both
itching to get into the new theaTwo evening Masses are among
shines but mui·kily in prose•.
tre which will be included in the
thought and execution that has
Student Union. But they're not the special Lenten devotions.
· In his poetr7, though, another marked it for some years now.
Two evening Masses, including
just going to sit on their hands
and wait. That's why they're go- a Dialogue Mass in the Elet Hall
ing all out on their next pl'O- Chapel, are among the special
duction, they want to make the Lenten devotions in which Xaviel"
environment more li•1eable around students will have the opportuhere so that when the Student nity of participating, Rev. Ft·ank
Union does become a reality all M. Oppenheim, S.J., chairman of
the religious welfare committee
ol us will be able to gain from
its presence. Sure, the Masque announced this week.
The Dialogue Mass, held at 5
people will be the first to point
• Two New T-llf Lifts
• Swiss 81rn Lodi•
out their shortcomings and ac- p.m. daily, will be followed by
• Hall Double Chlir lift
• Not road, 81ver1111
•
Five Electric Rope Tows • l11r1nd Wine
cept suggestions, but all they another Mass at 6 p.m, in the
• Snow-.Makin& Equipment • Two Fireplace laun11es
ever hear, all anybody ever hears Bellarmine Chapel. Another dia• Groomed Slopes
• D1ily Ski School Classes
• li11hted far Ni&hl Skiin1 • Complete Ski Shop
around here is an overabundance logue service, before which Holy
• N1lional Ski P1trol
• Rtnl1I Skis, Boals, Polts
of adverse criticism. Give them a
Communion is distributed, be·
Jw1l 2 minutes from Interstate 71 • Ohio 13
break-give eve1·ybody a break." gins at 11:25 a.m. daily at Bellar.
Wtite for FREE Folder
HOW THllS Siii AIU
';May.be you're right," he said mine.
P.O. BoK 160-Mansfield, OhiG,
Other Masses scheduled for the .
as he got up and headed towards
Phone (419) 522"·7393
Alter Hall and his next class. Lenten season are held at Bellarmine at 7:45 a.m., 8:30 a.m., and
"Maybe you're right."
noon.
"They're still holding tryouts,"
I called to him as he disappeared
into the din of hotdogs and ove1·coats, "why not come over.''

of

Two Evening Masses
On Lenten Schedule

NEW Lifts/NEW Slopes/NEW Excitement!

BRENNER'S

NOTICE:
· New, Lower Auto Insurance Rates
FOR SINGLE MALES, AGE 20 AND UP
WITH GOOD DRIVING RECORD.
'

James E. Winter Agency

621-0482 - 522-2988

MILLER'S ALL STAR

PHARMACY

3618 Montgomery Road
Between Chico's and Shirt Laundry

THE

DAIRY

aLL·ng

SHIRT

"'

LAUNDRY
THE X in Bookselling

tra TOUCH

Welcomer to Xavier U.
Bring or mail this ad for fr~e $2 credit card ·1oward initial
$12 yoll spend (which can be spread over several purchases).

Paperback Selection
Thousands of titles grm1ped by subject·
largest selection in town.
'

3616 Montgomery Road
EVANSTON
One Block South of Dana
Few Blocks North of the Dorm

656 East McMillan

Phone 961•2474 .

FLUFF DRY BUNDLES
• 4-HOUR SERVICE e
"A ROARING
.
ENTERTAINMENTI ..
-Hew Yer• fi-•.

ZIN O'S

PIZZA CAIUlY-OUT

........,.-

For 'I'our E•tl. . Ple•surel
Clll MON'l'GOllE&Y &OAD

Overnight service on phone and mail orders: no extra
charges 1)11 special orders: -:11rb pickup service· 20% discount
on class orders; coffee while yoll browse. '

011911 DaDr ll:H A.H. -

e
e
e

Features
Art prints. SOc. $1 00:. fra>'l'es; subscriptions to any magazine
-we meet publishers spe:1al offers if you bring in coupon·
free newsletter.
'

Pages & Prints

The Shield of Quality

BACHELOR SERVICE

Service

14 West 7th St.
241-5522

FOODS

NOW SHOWING at the NEW

TIMES THEATRE
Downtown Cincinnati
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•
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•

•

JIO&WOOD
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PLAIN
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Commandant Praises Cad~ts Ball Bel1avior

ecarole Zerhusen

~

The Night Beat

Anyone just skimming through
the student card ftles is liable
to get the impression that resi•
dence in the HamiJton-Fairfteld
•rea is a prerequisite for admis•
aion to the evening division.
Currently there are more stu•
dents from Hamilton (including
Southern Hamilton) than from
each of 25 Cincinnati zones.
Fatber Deters, Dean, names
tlle network of expressways, re•
eentl:r eompleted and eontlnaall:r
ander eonstmetlon, as a eon•
trlbutlnir faetor to night enroll·
111ent. Hl«hway 2'75 and Inter·
atate 75 have ir re a t I y ·aldell
JiffPie llvinir In outlylnir seetlons
el town. The new stretehes of
eonerete bave brourht Xavier
eloser to residents of Southern
Indiana, Northern llentueky, and
far-reaeblna points of Ohio.
The elimination, to a degree,
ef a communication barrier is a
pretty important one to · over·
eome. Now with a "pathway to
the campus," distance should no
longer be a problem to many
interested in attending n i g h t
achool at Xavier.

• • •
It is possible for women to
attend Xavier full time, with a
schedule of afternoon classes
only, or just night cc.urses, or· a
.eombination of both. With an
expanding progra~, ED classes
may b e g i n in the afternoon,
allowing girls enrolled through

Pare 8nea

the evening division on campus
as "day students." Being admitted to daytime classes. under
the jurisdiction ot the ED, will
«ive women an opportunity to
carry additional hours per semester and, hence, complete their
education in a shorter period ot
time.
In a letter releai1ed to fulltime faculty and administrative
staff members, Father Deters
briefed them concerning Xavier's
policies on lull time schedules
for w o m e n . Included was a
statement aimed at the educational opportunities in connection with the available remission
of tuition plan. The Board of
Trustees has granted a 100 percent tuition remission to the
children and wives (husbands)
of the faculty (full time) administrative stair.

• • •
What about ID cards for the
ED students? Since the evening

division is a part ("an lntecral
·part" - that's what it says in
the ED bulletin) of the university, why not give the night
people student privileges available th r o u g h identification
cards?

Lt. Col. Vincent 'F. Fazio, commander of the Xavier ROTC
post, this week praised his troops
for "the outstanding conduct"
they displayed during the annual
Military Ball held Sunday at the
Music Hail Topper Club.
The professor of m i 1 i t a r y
!cience observed in a letter of
commendation to all personnel
of the ROTC unit that the conduct ot the affair was "certainly
indicative that such a sizeable
group of young men and women
can enjoy themselves without
incident or loss of dignity of the
individual, the university, or
the uniform.
"To my knowledge," Col. Fazi:J
stated, "there has never been an
occasion to doubt the quality of
'Men of Xavier.' You have again
conducted yourselves in a man·
ner which reflects credit on the
university and the ROTC Cadet
Corps. I am proud of each of
you and commend you for your
manly and gentlemanly conduct
w necessar.y for success."
The ball, originally schedu led
for November 23, was postponed
until. this week foUowing the
murder ot President Kenned y.
Si Zentner's lead trombone,
backed by his nationally fam ous
"big band" provicled the da nee

Guests of honor •t the ball
were Brigadier General Walt•
P. Leber, division engineer, U. S.
Army Corp of Engineers, Obie
Rive1· division: Miss .Janet Hornback, honorar7 Xavier ca d et
colonel; and Mrs. Edna Tekuelv..
assistant university registrar and
honorary ROTC first sergeant.

PUBLIC SERVICE
DO IT YOURSELF
VALENTINE CARD

REVIVER ZENTNER

rhythms. Zentner, who is the
chief advocate of a movement
to revive the touring "swing orchestras," a greed to perform
Sunday without the additional
charges which usually follow •
cancellation

DANCING

Fl"iemls of Xavier Meet Al

EVERY SUNDAY NIGHT
ST. BERNARD EAGLES HALL

Dana. Gardens

4115 TOWlr. AYI.
ST. IHNARD
Zl1·94JS
MUSIC IY SHADD Of ILUE

FINE FOOD AND DRINKS

1832 Dana Avenue

-

·1..----

'J'lle Dan Delanys

With partleular referenee to
the Musketeer 11port11 eontests: at
present ED students pay 1eneral
admission prlees. We feel we •re
entitled to redueed rates. After
all, we are Xavier students, too.

'Pressure' On Southern.
Liberals, Council Told
Liberal whites in Mississippi
bave great difficulty in speaking
out against segregation, because
there are means, such as ecc>·
nomic pressur-e from all points,
ef militating against opposition
in the South, Student Council
was told last week in a report
•iven by the ten Xavier students
who journeyed to Jackson, Mississippi last semester to investi«ate racial and educational conditions there.
During Christmas vacation the
students travelled to Tougaloo
Southern Christian College in
.Jackson, described by Student
Council President Rudolph C.
Hasl as the only integrated school
in the 1tate, for the first half
ef an exchange program which
jg to be completed next week.
The students also found that
Catholics in the South are in
•bout the same position as the
liberal whites. A three-percent
minority, they are still objects
. of Klu Klux Klan hatreii along
with the Negroes; Catholics who
feel strongly about segregation
eannot say anything for fear of
losing their jobs.
The committeemen reported
that the Negro students at Toug-

Out Of The Red,
Into The Pink
Members of the Xavier Invest. 1nent Club were 11milin1 thi&
. week.
Club Treasurer Thomas Kirk
reported that for the ftrst time
aince the club's f o u n d i n g in
April, 1963, the market value of
tis investments is more than
what was paid for them.
..An,. member eould withdraw
today," l'inanCier Kirk reflected,
"'and reeeive .5.01 for each Ave
4CJJlar1 he invested. H
A J>eD~ 1or ;your thou1buT

aloo seemed dedicated to their
studies and the freedom of the
people. One ot the ten investigators, who had roomed with four
of. the Negro students at Tougaloo, said that many of them
look upon demonstrations, beatings, and jail terms · as part of
the job they must do to free
their people.

ALL·NEW CHEVELLE-Malibu Sport Coupe

Tradition Unending:
$200 Chain Letter
Director of Placement .Jesse
Brown is currently p l a y i n g
middleman in a chain letter of
gratitude.

\

During the Christmas holidays, Col. Brown received an
anonymous note, with two onehundred dollar bills attached,
reading:
"Please see that the enclosed
$200 is passed along as a loan

to a needy student with the
provision that when he is cld
and g1·ey that he will pay it. back
by loaning jt to another student
and sc on.
"This money was loaned to
me in my student days in the
above manner and I am now
paying it back through you.
"Thank you."
Col. Brown assured . reporters
that the au t ho r • s intentions
wcuJd be followed .

Grades Out Earlier
First semester trade reports
were available in a special file
on hand during registration cer·
emonies in the Armory last week
in order to a v o i d difficulties
eaused by belated mailings, UDi'Wersit,Y oUicials reported.

'64 EXCITING CORVETIE-Stlng Ray Sport Coupe

YOUR CHEVROLET DEALER HAS MORE TO OFFER:
luxury cars, thrifty cars, sport cars, sporty cars, big cars,
small cars, long cars, short cars, family car5, personal cars

45 DIFFERENT MODELS OF CARS
WhJ . . atepat JMrChenolet dealer's 11 like,havin1 Jourown private auto show
And if we had room here we could go on and list all the engines Chevrolet offers,
ranging up to an extra-cost 425-hp VS in the big Chevrolet. And all the different
transmissions. And the umpteen different exterior and intel'ior color choices.
And the models with bucket seats and those without. And the hundl'eds of
different accessories, including the new extra-cost AM-FM radio. But that's best
left to your Chevrolet.dealer. That and exactly how reason·
able the price can be for you to be able to enjoy so much car•

111 mAT - A l PDFOIMEIS Chevrolet • C••t•~ • ChtllJ D • Conair • Conttta
Bu tlie1~-~l_ll'?ll_r_C/1e11~old S[lowroom

.,
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KIWBL Ota 'Sta11d-Bg' .•••

Hams Are Middlemen To Joy And Tragedy
By HUGH GARDINER
News Associate Editor

_

... ··

·-:-..I'

Tromans advises that any Xavier student can send messages
th1·ough the system simply by
writing the text and delivering it
with the addressee's name to him
at the ROTC Clubroom or the
Sodality House. "It won't cost
them a long distance charge or
even a postage stamp - and it's
usually a lot quicker," he muses.
Last month K8WBL reeeived a
letter of commendation from the
Association of American Collegiate Radio Clubs. The letter cited
the Xavier hams' outstandin«
work In preparin« the or«aniaation's constitution and in compilln« a list of every campus amateur station in the United States.

An old woman is dying in
Caracas, Venezuela. Her last request is that she see her daughtet• again. The girl is t h r e e
thousand miles away in New
York City.
As the mothe1·'s life ebbs, her
son attempts to telephone his
sister, but the overseas operator
tells him the lines are tied up
and that he won't be able to get
thrnugh to the United States for
at least twelve hours.
Frantically he rushes to the
nearby home of an amateur radio
operator. "Can you get a message
through to Maria? She's living
somewhere in Manhattan," he
As a member of the Military
pants. "I forgot the address, but Affiliate Radio System (MARS),
the Xavier unit has been placed
here is her phone number ..."
Xavier Senior Dick Hana ·was on alert during floods and other
manning the control board of the disasters as a link in a complex
ROTC Radio Club rig in the base- electronic chain which binds the
ment of the Armory when he . continent. M A RS provides a
picked up the top p1·iority com- stand-by network in case ordinary routes of communication fail
munique.
As the South Americans tensely during times of crisis.
stood by their sho1:t wave. re"BUT," TROMANS LAMENTS,
ceiver, Hans vet·ified the reception and relayed the message to "we have been unable to get
another operator in New York. an emergency power generator
The Eastern ham telephoned to for use during ct•itical periods.
the girl word of her mother's ill- We tried. to get the funds from
ness. Within three hours she was Student Council, but they would
on a transoceanic jet Hi;-ht bound not give us the money. Efforts to
get a dance at the beginning of
for Caracas.
"RELAYING EMERGENCY the season also were unsuccessmessages is just one of the func- ful. If our power· fails now, we're
tions of the ROTC Radio Club," 'off the air'."
Other problems also plague the
President Fred Tromans beams.
•'They aren't all of the 'Mother is radiophiles. "We have been trydying, come quick!' variety. We ing for five years to get a phone
also handle a lot of the 'Hello, for the control board, but the
honey, I'm having a wonderful university won't give us one,"
T1·omans states, "and phone
time' type.
"Our system can get a message patches are impossible without
from anybody to anybody in the a telephone."
United States and its possessions.
"Phone patches" are a techand most of South America, and nique whereby radio amateurs
to armed forces personnel over- circumvent the expense of. long
seas if they have an APO (Army distance calls by hooking up a
Post Office) address."
local call to a radio transmitter
Communications h a n d 1 e d and broadcasting the conversation
through the facilities of K8WBL, to another local connection at a
the station's call letters, ai·e usu- distant reception station. T he
ally placed on a "message net- Federal Communications Comwork" and transmitted directly mission has ruled the technique to
t.o the destination within a period be legal as long as the telephones
themselves are not tampered
of hours.

I•

Fred Bernstein

Dear Freddy

with. "'There is a very high possibility of failure in using phc.ne
patches," Tromans admits, "be
cause atmospheric conditions a1·e
Some people h a v e decided,
constantly changing."
after much careful consideration,
Despite th e apparent eon- that it might be a good idea to
•eniences afforded to the campus make Xaviel' a coe::ucational inpopulation by K8WBL, message stitution. Without passing any
traffic handled by the station has judgement, ho\vever, it would be
dwindled to a trickle. Last month advisable to consider some of the
the staff broadcast o n I y two drawbacks to such a proposal.
messages to remote points com- I'm sure there must be several,
pared to a peak of at least 75 and some of the conditions that
such a situation would necessia month several years ago.
Moderated by Captain Richard tate.
The immediate problem is, of
Johnson, the radio club is under
the jurisdiction ·of the military com·se, a lack of facilities. Xa\'•
department, but prospective mem- ier, for instance, has no golf
bers need· not be ROTC stu- course. Another very p1·actical
dents to join. "We are looking for consideration is that the. ceilings
new members all the time," Tro- in almost all of the corridors in
mans states. "Anyone interested the various buildings on this
in getting an amateur UcE!nse is ·campus are a bit too low to acwelcome to join. In fact, even if commodate t he ever - uplifted·
a person doesn't want to-.·get ·a f.eminine probscis, presuming, ·of.
' license, he can belong, although course, that we ·might be able
his activities will be limited to to d1:aw a few of the· regulars
organiza'tional details. One of the from Cincinnati's two "higherduties of· license-holding· mem- educatio'n" fin i·s.h in g schools.
bers· is ·.to instruct the others in Quite a few additions would have
the essentials of radio in order 'lo to be' mad.e' to _the curricul~~
here;· academic courses would
help them get their 'tickets'."
Equipment currently owned by ha\'e to be replaced with courses
K8WBL is valued at more than such as Home Economics, Elea thousand dollars. It inciudes a mentary, Elementary Education,
1000-watt transmitter (capable of and various and sundry other
broadcasting on sideband, AM, com·ses ·usually grouped rather
and continuous wave for code indiscriminately under the title
messages), a highly sensitive re- of "al'L" Armed guards ·(preferably from the ROTC departceiver and two antennae perched
ment)
would have to be staatop the Armory,
tioned in the library in an at-·
"Right ·now we don't have the
tempt to secure silence. A new
capability to operate on one of the
telephone center would have to
kilocycles. And one of our operbe established eithe1· on or near
ating frequencies, 4030 kc., has the campus. A "mental health"
the key MARS frequencies, 2258 clinic will have to be built to
just been withdrawn by the gov- take care of those people that
ernment. So, in order to insure the Masque Society can't utilize.
thorough coverage of Ohio, we
Perhaps the most n o t a b I e
are attempting to get the equipchange
will have to occur in the
ment needed to broadcast' on the
other frequency,"' T r o m a n s present system of rules and pracnoted.
tices that prevail here at Xavier.
Besides the third year finance· These things are most pl'Obably
major, K8WBL's officers include: fine points, but they may help
. Larry Pucke, secretary-tl'easurer; .to make the young ladies mol'e
George Leicht, corresponding sec- at home. First of all, lights must
retary; Bruce Brown, activities be out at eleven o'clock in all
director; Hugo (Bu t ch) Ham- the residence halls. A total of
burger, MARS directo1·; and Dave . ten late pe1·mission slips allowing that individual . t.o stay up
. Myers, QSL director.

until midnight will be issued, but
these ca n n 0 t be used during
exam week (to protect those who
have studied throughout the se.mester from the malicious "cram_met"').
Althou~h the value of thh sntem is presently unknown beyond tile sacred confines of the
Mount, its seemingly ob v i o u •·
contribution to character development would certainly recommend that it be included in the
humor section of the Xavier
Handbook (that is, ander llules
and Regulations).
_ Another practice we might
borrow from "the Mount'' is the
.most beautiful idea of regL1lated
'mass attendance at Mass ·from
:ten o'clock to noon every Sun.day in cap and gciwn. This very~
impl'essive ceremony makes the
set·vices so much more 'meaning:.
ful; it is almost as if ~ne -is go~
.ing to church.
.. Pet rats and cocli:roaehes woal•
·have to be allowed In the roomil
of· all transfer dorm students
from any of · the more· antilen&
·rirls' · schools to prevent any
homesickness for the old · alma
mater. And only one clean sheet·
will be given out instead of twe
each week: this excellent practice we wo.uld do well to borrow,
as U helpS to promote, fngenuit·~
and industry in the art of ket!pinr clean.
·
If these considerations could
not pet'suade one to abandon
so impractical a plan, I could
only point .out that things would
nevel' evel' be the same· at Xavier again. And· a better reason
t-0 ·adopt this plan I do not think
could, be found.

X ,Cons JJleet ·
Mr. Peter J. Palazzolo will.
speak on "Private E11terrrise-A
Case Presentation" before t.1e
.Economics Club on Sun.fay, February 16, 7:30 p.m., h the Cash
Room. Refreshments w i l l be
served after the meeting.

'OJ1.i1JM1.t1s D1111't II11dersta11d • • .'

Governor Blasts Rights Bill After UC Ban Is Lifted
By BOB RYAN
News Editor-in-Chief .

• JI.:

following his evening speech,
Governor Wallace de~ci'ibed · his
reception in the Queen City as
"sm'J)risingly. w a r m. · Nobody's
supP<>sed to be for us here in
Ohio, but the ·audience at UC
was excellent," he said. "I think
at least two-thirds of them were
with me. I frequently. get invi-.
tations from 1 i b e r a 1 college
g1·oups hoping we will ,come up
. and advocate lynching and shooting. They get surpt•ised."
On related topics, Governor
Wallace reflected:

Alabama Governor George Wallace advised an overflow
audience at the University of Cincinnati Tuesday that.
strnng civil rights legislation currently pending before
Congress is "nothing but a grab by the federal gove1·ri'.".
ment for contl'ol of lo~al business" ai1d its passage could
result in the "establishment of a police state" in the U. S.

},

i'

AS HE SPOKE. some 40 white
and Negro demonstrators picketed out!'ide Wilson .Audito1·ium,
waving: signs which read "Human Rights Over States Rights"
and "Freedom To Speak-Yes!
Freedom To Lynch-No!" The
prolcstors, most of whom hac!
abandoned eal'lier posts in front
of the city's public schools as
part of a coincidental day-long
civil rights boycott of the classrooms, chanted rhythmically as
they marched: "We shall overeome."
Inside the packed auditorium
Governor Wall11ce emphatically
drawled: "You Ohioans do· not
•nderstand the civil rl1fhb1 hill.
Ymir No1·thern politicians have
not explained It to :rou. II yo11
iask them ror a copy. tlley'll tell
7ou that there a1·en't any available-that the printinir orfice is
eut of them. You don't undera&a1ul this bill. The rederal rovernment "'ill take over your enjjre sehool s y s t e m and l(ain
•'
eonlrol l>f rour bulfi-

-.e--.•

Some.times cheering, s om etimes heckling, the young audience, estimated at 1600, was always attentive.
Deviating· at times from a prepared speech, previously ·delivered on several other campuses,
the Alabama ch i e t executive
p1·edicted that the civil right!!
bill, pasrnd this week by the
House, "can be defeated, if the
Southern >enators are effective
In their fight." The refcr•ence
was to a filibuster effol't which.
reportedly will be marle when
.the proposal reaches the Senate
floor.
As. the hour-and-a-half address concluder!, Jeffrey Spragens, pre.•ident of the UC chapter of Y o u n g Americans for
Freedom, the sponmring orr~an
ization, thanked the listeners for
theit' respectful conduct while
"hearing ideas with which )'OU
might not agree.'' Two weeks
a~o, Sprngens. chaa·gerl that the
universit.r administration h a·d

Before ·continuing his tour of
the natic.n's college campuse~,
which will include Ohio State
and· possibly ·Loyola, ·Chicago,
Governor W a 1 I a c e concluded
with an anecdote regarding his
archenemy, U. S. s. up rem e
Courf Chier Justice Earl ·warren, then added: "[ took the oatb
of office on the spot w_here .JefMl.111~.lltllllltllllllltllliflllttHllllfllHllllMllllfllltll!lfflitffffffMtllllfffffffll~

·Barnett .-to Speak at.
Gibson. Next Month

e "[

ALABAMA'S WALLACE
..Mechanics a·re agahlst me •••"
"p1·essured" the YAF into withdrnwing its invitation to Wallace. The ban was lifted last
week after a university ~peaker
cornmittce approved Wallace'•
vi~it.

WHISKr<:D A\VAY from the
campus unc!cr a protective cor·.lon of 26 plainclolhl':s and uniforme.:l officers as a police helicc.pter c i r c·I e d overhead, the
governor I· :a ·'eel· for a similat•
adC:rc>~s at t'·e Emel',V. Auditol'ium downt~ - ·n.
· Durin" au infonnal inte1·view

can't run for President
Mississippi Gov. ltOSll Barnell,
because the mechanics· of elec- banned last month .from the XllY•
tions are against me. The people ler campus by a decision of ·hie
who'd vote for me in Ohio are · •riiversity administration, w 111
Republicans,. and I'm a Demo- speak in Cincinnati· . . Frldar
Cl'&t. They can't cross over.
evenins, Mareh 21.
An addrMS b,. the eontroyere "I won't publicly support
Bart·y Goldwater because his op- lllal advOt!ate of states' rlirbts will
ponents would say: 'Look. That be held in &he Hotel GfbsOn ltool ·
· Garden, Fifth and Walnut Su., at
racist is for him.'
1:30 p.m. Sponsored bJ' the Clae "Local integration boycotts ein11atl Open Forum, admission &e
arc a matter for the local peo- &be event will be $1 ia ady.....
ple. You people In Ohio don't and $1.SO at the lloor.
need missionaries from Alabama
. The public la invlt~.
and we don't need missional'ies
fl'Om Ohio.

e

· lttffllMltlllllllHlllllllillHl+ttfffltMlfllHtttlMtHHHffM...............111111111

-

"President Johnson is in
worse shape in ~labama than ferson Davis took his oath and
K e n n e d· y would have been. with the same Bible. We stUI
Southerne1·s consider .him a '1·en- ·have all those traditions down
egade'-a counterfeit Confeder- , the1·e, it's hard to get them out
ate.'"
of our· »J11tema••• •'!'
,

